


Why rank? The problem of tactical voting



RCV in Australia – all preferences marked





RCV in Maine – choices optional



Why RCV?

• Promoting majority victories – or at least, a majority of votes in the 
count;

• Nullifying ‘vote-splitting’ between aligned but competing candidates or 
parties;

• Providing incentives for political collaboration between aligned parties 
and candidates;

• Delivering potential cost savings in cases where two rounds of voting 
were used;

• Encouraging more consensual campaigning in some circumstances;

• Delivering more centrist outcomes, if median voter/single-peaked prefs



Some theory…



(Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory using STV 

proportional representation (a system first used as far back as 

1840 in Adelaide)





How it works – Corangamite 1919

Candidates First count
Second count (Leaper 

excluded)
Third count (Coldham

excluded)
Fourth and final count 

(Knox excluded)

Scullin (ALP)
10 630 (42.5%) 10 732 (42.9%) 10 767 (43.0%) 10 944 (43.7%)

Gibson (VFU)
6 604 (26.4%) 6 814 (27.2%) 7 418 (29.6%) 14 096 (56.3%)

Knox (Nat)
5 737 (22.9%) 6 208 (24.8%) 6 855 (27.4%)

Coldham (Ind Nat)

1 174 (4.7%) 1 286 (5.1%)

Leaper (RSN)
895 (3.6%)

Total
25 040 25 040 25 040 25 040

Gibson elected



How it works today





Benefits and pitfalls

Benefits

• Winners can claims a genuine majority mandate, and need to govern accordingly.

• In most cases, preferences are used to aggregate common interests to achieve such a majority.

• RCV facilitates coalition arrangements such as that between the Liberal and National parties, and works to 
the advantage of centre candidates and parties.

• This has the effect of encouraging moderate policy positions and a search for the middle ground of any 
policy space. 

Pitfalls

• How-to-vote cards from parties – most voters follow these

• Compulsory preference marking -- adds complexity, forces voters to express choices they don’t have

• Ticket voting in Senate – parties rather than voters choose where preferences are allocated









Simpler is better…



Ballot design matters …



Counting the votes:
man vs machine


